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Soviet Union leaves strategic-arms talks

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) — The Soviet Union rescinded its nuclear strategic-arms talks with the United States on Thursday without setting a date for resumption.

U.S. officials predicted the Soviets were not serious about the bargaining table. But Moscow's move threatened to leave the superpowers with no major forum for negotiating cutbacks in nuclear missiles.

In Washington, President Reagan, while sounding optimistic about an eventual resumption of the talks, signaled that he may be ready for a formal meeting with Soviet leader Yuri V. Andropov. The Soviets' unexpected suspension of the negotiations, said deployment of new U.S. medium-range missiles in Europe had created a "change in the overall strategic situation," forcing it to re-examine the issues in START — the strategic arms reduction talks.

On Nov. 23, after the arrival of the American cruise and Pershing 2 missiles in Western Europe, the Soviets broke off the medium-range "Euromissile" talks, which had been carried on here parallel to the START discussions on long-range missiles and bombers.

Thursday's meeting had been scheduled as the final one of the current round, beginning a holiday recess.

But Soviet Ambassador Viktor F. Karpov read a statement to chief U.S. negotiator Edward L. Rowen, which said the Soviets were suspending the new missiles and the Soviets would not agree to a new date.

Earlier this week, Soviet officials in Moscow warned that the strategic arms talks were likely to break down over the medium-range negotiations, which Kremlin leaders have written off as a "dead letter."

It's a political hot potato — controversial, emotional and expensive. Lawmakers advocate getting tough, citizens complain about taxes, and civil rights watchdogs push for reform.

The "Illinois prison system has been the subject of much debate for years and now, with the main part of an overcrowding crisis considered solved by the Illinois Supreme Court decision" banning early release of prisoners.

"It becomes evident this summer that change was needed," said Willard E. Day, president of the Illinois State Prison Officers Association. "We're facing a turning point in its philosophy about incarceration.

In Texas, for example, some inmates were sleeping in tents until recently. This fall, Illinois resorted to bedding some prisoners on gymnasium floors and has been shipping some to institutions in other states.
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Governor's Task Force on Prison Crowding to search for possible short-term and long-term solutions to overcrowding in October, the General Assembly allocated $57 million in 'emergency' funding to DOC and repealed a law prohibiting double celling in medium-security institutions.

Perhaps inevitably, the short-term solution adopted by the DOC was to build more prisons. Six are under construction:

- Jacksonville Correctional Center, 500 beds, medium-security, completion date of November, 1986.
- Galesburg Correctional Center, 750 beds, medium-security, completion date of October, 1986.
- Jacksonville Correctional Center, 900 beds, medium-security, completion date of March, 1985.
- Galesburg Correctional Center, 750 beds, medium-security, completion date of November, 1984.

There are 33 institutions with a total capacity of 14,963, a figure which will rise with more double-celling and new facilities. About 25 inmates are housed in other states, 6 in seven county jails, 10 in federal prisons and 609 in community centers. About 3,400 beds will eventually be needed.

The DOC budget for fiscal year 1985 was $150 million. The fiscal year 1985 budget was $245 million. It costs about $10,000 a year to house each inmate.

And construction is not cheap, by any means. The two "pre-engineered" prisons going up at Jacksonville and Lincoln will cost about $150 million to build and an anticipated $30 million a year to maintain, according to the Illinois Department of Corrections.

Graham Correctional Center in Hillsboro and Centralia Correctional Center both cost about $150 million to build, or $38,000 per bed, according to an Illinois Legislative Investigating Committee interim report to the General Assembly.

See PRISON Page 5.
Marines return Shiite attack, wipe out sniper nest, bunker

BEIRUT (AP) — U.S. Marines wiped out a Shiite militia sniper nest and bunker in a fierce exchange of fire Thursday, and the Reagan administration said it was considering plans to move the Marines out of Beirut airport to safer positions.

The Marines retaliated when the Shiites launched their repeat attack of the day. Gunfire from the bunker caused a building that had been used by Shiite snipers to catch fire at leatherneck positions some 150 yards away.

Brooks said the Marines suffered no casualties in the battle, which ended at 10:40 a.m. (3:40 a.m. EST), but the Marines remained in for-holes and bunkers on their highest battle alert.

Hay el-Sellum is a stronghold of Amal, the dominant Shiite militia. Shiite fanatics were suspected of masterminding the suicide truck bombing that killed 240 American troops at Beirut airport.

The New York Times said the plans include redeploying the Marines to positions off the airport or to amphibious ships offshore, and that they came in response to domestic and foreign pressure.

In Rome, Italian newspapers reported Prime Minister Bettino Craxi's government wanted to gradually reduce its 2,100-man contingent in the multinational peacekeeping force in Lebanon.
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been cancelled as a result of his cooperation in a 1982 murder case, Passmore said.

Passmore said he has epilepsy and a paramedic told the police he should have received medical treatment within an hour of his arrest. Passmore said he was not taken to the hospital until the next morning, after having suffered three seizures. He said he had to get stitches in his calf from injuries received during the arrest. He said he is considering filing a lawsuit.

"I didn't fight back. If you fight back they shoot you," Passmore said.

Jackson County public defender Steve Applegate commended the turn-out for Wednesday's meeting. He said that one reason people turned out was to show they did not want to be treated as powerless people, "We need to show we do have some unity and we're not a powerless people," he said.

Al Ross, president of Carbondale's chapter of National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), opened the meeting at the chapter's office at 207 N. Marion by saying the group had been going through official channels since August and nothing has happened.

Ross pointed to a row of empty chairs reserved for city officials. "You can see by their presence what they think about us," he said. Carlino Smith, chairman of the local NAACP's political action committee, noted the absence of new City Manager William Dixon and said that blacks are "trying to deal with the same stiff-necked attitude we had in the past.

Dixon said Thursday his decision not to attend the meeting was based on his brief tenure as city manager and the fact that the police and fire board is still considering the case. "It is a matter of concern," Dixon said. "I'm trying to approach this matter as fairly as I can.

Police Chief Edward Hogan has given the board a background report on the charges, Dixon said. Hogan had dismissed the allegations as inference and innuendo at Monday's City Council meeting. Two councilmen, Archie Jones and Keith Tushorn, attended the meeting. Four police officers were also present.

Cars ticketed at meeting on police abuse

The price of admission for several people attending Wednesday night's NAACP meeting on police abuse was one parking ticket.

While about 50 people gathered at Carbondale's chapter for the Advancement of Colored People's Carbondale offices at the corner of 207 N. Marion St., police were ticketing cars parked in a no parking zone outside the building.

Although the zone was marked, Al Ross, president of the Carbondale chapter of the NAACP, said the ticketing was another example of police pettiness and underhandedness in their treatment of the city's blacks.

The city can spend $10,000 and close down Illinois Avenue for a party at Halloween, Ross said, but a meeting to discuss problems in the black community gets harassed.

The city can spend $10,000 and close down Illinois Avenue for a party at Halloween, Ross said, but a meeting to discuss problems in the black community gets harassed.
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Reagan in '84: Who's there to stop him?

BARRYING any unforeseen circumstances, Ronald Reagan will again be our candidate in 1984.

Now that I have your attention, let me give you a little background on how I've reached this conclusion and why I'm willing to stand by it.

This year marked the 25th anniversary of one of the most important historical events: Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s speech on civil rights in Montgomery, Alabama, during which he gave his famous "I Have a Dream" speech, and the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

The media gave these anniversaries a lot of coverage: the anniversary of King's speech was play on themselves. And as the media represented few stories and achievements of these two men, some used the opportunity to point out that society's dreamers are dead — that we've lost our dreamers.

BUT I THINK America has a dreamer right now, a dreamer who may have as lasting an impact as the above-mentioned: Ronald Reagan. He won a landslide victory in 1980 on the strength of his dream. (I'm sure, I would call it a nightmare) and his ability to communicate it to the American people.

Reagan's dreams are not a new one, but it's a new dream for the American people. His goals are radically different from any tried before and they have never been heard before. But Reagan's vision of peace and prosperity is a deep chord in many Americans.

In 1980, Reagan was compared with Herbert Hoover, promising prosperity in the face of catastrophe. In 1984, Reagan was compared with John F. Kennedy, promising victory in the face of adversity.

It would take a catastrophe, or perhaps a candidate with a more inspiring dream, to unseat him in '84. Since the Democrats are lacking in the latter category, they still have hope. But they have no right to force our point of view or our system on others. If our American system is superior, let our happiness, well-being and ability to solve problems be the reasons why others want to emulate us and seek our help.

The United States, instead of relying more on and military power, should work to modify and strengthen the U.S. If that can't be done after several years of serious effort, then perhaps the United States and other nations who choose to join should organize and support a new world organization that the power of individual nations is more realistically represented. Through such an organization, we can work together and seek to solve their problems.

Our scientific advances and technology have made war obsolete. Now we must modify the U.N. or build new international institutions to provide the security and peace we all want and deserve.

— David E. Christiansen, Professor, Geography.

Letters

Military approach reduces security

When the TV movie “The Day After” hit the air last week, it grabbed the attention of the Southern Illinoisan ran an article that quoted Raymond Graff, Jackson County’s ESDDA coordinator. He said, “I don’t believe that nothing would be left if there were a nuclear war. If things were prepared, at least 40 percent of the people would survive. This figure would be based on the number of people who prepared.” The article noted that the county could accommodate more than the county’s total population. These comments completely overlook the facts which the movie actually depicted. One of these has to do with the kind of world survivors might find if they did come out alive after weeks or months in a crowded, un-sanitary shelter with air taken from the outside. On what water and food would they continue to survive in the long term, with fallout radiation residues everywhere, no medical help, and the prospect of a “nuclear winter”

What kind of security is our government providing? It seems to the prospect for us if the prospect for us is the same as the one the U.S. could. It’s not. The government of our country and the government of our world and way of life is that it’s not. It needs to change. The only way to change it is to have a new government that will be prepared. With detention now a possibility, it is time for each of us to acknowledge that our survival is at risk. But peace is buying us less security, wakening our economy, and distorting our values. We must resist ourselves and resist this world. The United States has the military that military organizations are in the world who can solve the problems of the world. And as intelligent people, we must seek other ways to achieve the security and peace we want.

We must understand that we are not only one member of a world community but have no right to force our point of view or our system on others. If our American system is superior, let our happiness, well-being and ability to solve problems be the reasons why others want to emulate us and seek our help.

The United States, instead of relying more on military power, should work to modify and strengthen the U.N. If that can’t be done after several years of serious effort, then perhaps the United States and other nations who choose to join should organize and support a new world organization that the power of individual nations is more realistically represented. Through such an organization, we can work together and seek to solve their problems.

Our scientific advances and technology have made war obsolete. Now we must modify the U.N. or build new international institutions to provide the security and peace we all want and deserve.

— David E. Christiansen, Professor, Geography.
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Crowded County jail space hard to come by

By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer

While the state tries to allocate more overmiling in its prisons, another element of the criminal justice system seems almost starved for attention: the county jails.

"The jails are a maximum resource and the wear and tear has taken its toll," said Williamson County Sheriff Harry Spiller. "Like Illinois prisons, the jails lack cell space, personnel and funding.

Those counties not meeting the Illinois Department of Corrections' county jail standards have been given deadlines to upgrade their jails. The Williamson and Jackson County jails are two prime examples.

JACKSON COUNTY has been given until 1986 to expand and upgrade its jail, located in the county courthouse in Marion. The main problem is cell space. Fifty square feet is required for each prisoner but Jackson County's cells have only 42 square feet of floor space.

"There are 98 county jails in Illinois and I know of only about 20 which meet state space regulations," said Ellen Alberbing,  a Chelsea-based prison reform group. "They need some type of training or therapy, alcohol and drug abuse counseling. It is amazing the number of people who are mentally disabled, mentally retarded, alcoholics or drug abusers, and they are getting help.

There are cells with 42 square feet of floor space. "There are usually 25 to 35 inmates," he said. In October and November, however, the jail went over capacity five or six times. "We had to turn away five weekenders once, release a few on notices to appear in court, plus a few on the floor in the visiting rooms," Spiller said. "One weekend, we had to cancel visitation rights because we had prisoners sleeping in those rooms.

- ILLINOIS JAILS are using a reservation system with the DOC in which they must reserve

PRISON: Population doubles in 8 years

continued from Page 1

Sixty percent of the prison population is in minimum-security, 30 percent is medium and 10 percent is maximum. Howell argues that the DOC needs to expand the number of work release and treatment centers and said that it plans to move more minimum-security inmates to minimum-security prisons with more rehabilitation programs. He also said the DOC plans to keep its word and start releasing more minimum-security prisoners with so much faith in the DOC.

"There are people in prison who are not well-served by the prison system non-violent offenders with no first-time offenders," said Ellen Alberbing of the John Howard Association. A Chicago-based prison reform group. "They need some type of training or therapy, alcohol and drug abuse counseling. It is amazing the number of people who are mentally disabled, mentally retarded, alcoholics or drug abusers, and they are getting help.

They must continue to expand the capacity and the beds continue to fill," Alberbing said. "But building won't solve the issue. The real issue is whether we want everyone going to prison.

"We have to have space for them," he said. "But building won't solve the issue. The real issue is whether we want everyone going to prison.

Calling it "an unmitigated disaster," Alberbing contended that the decision to allow double-celing in new prisons is a mistake.

"I can't even see justifying it as an emergency measure because I don't believe they'll back off," she said. "It can only have a bad affect because the newer prisons are where prisoners are put for the most serious crimes. New ones will be cramped, too.

The four maximum-security prisons in Illinois have always used double-celing. Howells said the two prisons affected by the repealed law, which prohibited double-celing in prisons built under construction.

See PRISON, Page 6

More than half of those Illinois Department of Corrections Director Michael Lane's use of early release and parole. It is good time weighs heavily on
PRISON from Page 5

after 1978, are Graham and Centralia.

BOTH HELD 750 prisoners before the double-ceiling and now held 940 according to Howell. He admits that the prison population would rise, according to Lane just made additional funds for act this fall and pushed for early release when the emergency release act which would recommended the adoption of said the policy contradicted the until the Illinois legislative makers in March."

Determinate sentencing, the bad public "political ploy" on the part of prison. For Bill Kilquist.

Under determinate sentencing, the judge sentences a person to a specific range, based on a grade or range. For example, class X felons carry a maximum of 50 years and a minimum of 2 years imprisonment. Under the determinate sentencing, the judge imposed a maximum of 10 years and minimum of 2 years but didn't specify a number.

The law has been called a "political play" on the part of Thompson. "Class X is a good politics and bad public policy," said Alberting. Calling it the "crime-of-the-month club," she said the concept of determinate sentencing is good but that lawmakers are using it irresponsibly by introducing mandatory minimum sentences for more crimes each month. The DOC has been called a "political play" on the part of Alberting.

"We all know that prison only teaches them how to commit crimes better...do you want the guy to come out knowing how to murder instead of just a crime of you want to come out working, repaying his victim and fitting back in," Howell said. "All the prisons have basic education programs. The average inmate has problems reading and writing, he said, so these subjects are taught, along with the ones leading to the General Equivalency Diploma. College courses are presented and inmates can get associate and bachelor's degrees. Although it is rare, Howell said the DOC can also arrange for an inmate to do advanced work.

Inmates must participate in education and training programs, ranging from the GED to vocation, medium and minimum-security prisons. Centralia, for example, has courses in baking, he said, and the Vienna Correctional Center has a synthetic fuels technology class.

"They are constructively active," he said.

DOE would like to expand the programs in maximum-security prisons, according to Howell, but lack of space and interest makes it difficult. A community corrections act, supported by the governor's task force, will be introduced in the legislature next year. The act would allow each county to set up its own alternatives to prison and would enable judges to be more selective in sentencing offenders to prison. Restitution would be stressed.

Counties would be sterilized by the state for each prisoner kept and not sent to a state institution.

Another emergency measure passed by the General Assembly was $2 million to Illinois' large counties to beef up probation programs. Thompson and prison reform groups want a statewide probation system which would

See PRISON. Page 7
compete for prisoners and a management tool for DOC,
Howell said. Each institution now has its own policy and
provisions for new inmates.

"What the Supreme Court did
was arbitrarily realign the
seniority that the judge in
tended," Gerber said.

About 15 inmates in an SIUC
class taught at Menard spoke
about rehabilitation aspects of
Illinois' prison system.

"For rehabilitation, you have
to create an atmosphere for
inmates to want to learn," said
Jim Lipert, an inmate and clerk
for the Handicapped Vocational
Student programs. "It's inside
a person. I'm a firm believer in
corrections but our prisons are
a reflection of the philosophy of
our criminal justice system."

Some inmates said the idea
that rehabilitation exists in the
present prison system is ab-
surd.

"There's a 'please accept
what we do to you' attitude.
You have people who have prisons
very angry," one inmate said.

Another said, "Society is very
apathetic about prisoners. I was
before I got in here. But
See VIEWS, Page 8
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ufeny the program and lessen
officers' caseloads. According
to the task force report, "the
program could potentially
divid 750 offenders, enough to
have to the task force report,
under the present probation
program could potentially
sent to the program.

"In Cook County,
needs to be something
because each one spends what it
would want to send them to
a probation officer once
punishment involved and I
would want to send them to
probation usually means filing a
piece of paper which says the
person is on probation and seeing
a probation officer once every
three months.

"If I were a judge, I would
be reluctant to use the probation
system because there is no
punishment involved and I
would want to send them to
prison, where they would get
some punishment."

She said that probation is
used in more than 60 percent of
the felony cases and the prisons
are still overflowing.

Alberbing said another type
of facility which must be ex-
panded is the pre-release center,
which helps integrate
prisoners back into society.

"You take a guy who's been in
prison for seven years then
you let him out with a new suit
and $100. What do you think he's
going to be able to do?" she asked.

VIEWS from Page 5

their minds.
Lane was granting 90-day
reductions of prisoners' sentences
to control overcrowding. The
Supreme Court ruled that 90
days could be awarded only
once during a prisoner's sen-
tence.

As prisoners contended and
DOC spokesman Nick Howell
confirmed, the ruling wiped out
the use of meritorious good
time (MGT), time earned based on
attitude, adjustment and job
performance.

"They are taking away in-
centives of a lot of prisoners," said
Bill Gerber, an inmate in charge of
the Belleville Area College program at Menard.

"There is a negative attitude
and less participation in
education programs."

MGT was a valuable in-

FRED'S

Because of the Christmas break this may be your last
weekend and the end of January, 1984 to experience the
party we throw so well at FRED'S.

We'd like to thank the following groups in 1983 who made
FRED'S the special place it is.

The American party, theDashen group, the Heaven-Sent
party, the Radio party, the Rockabilly party, the Hispanic
party, the Black & White Club, the Covention-Club party,
the Mystery party, and the Nonnonsense, and Allen Hall,
Starrting Friday, Dec. 9 and going to the end of Janu-
you can experience some of the above mentioned parties
or watch the TV or whatever.

FRED'S A PLACE TO MEET SPECIAL PEOPLE.
FRIDAY: AREA CODE 618 SAT: CHARLIE T.
To Reserve a table call 549-4221
Remember FRED'S for your X-mas parties.
spends a space with prisoners before transferring prisoners. Although there is periodic back-up, Sheriff Spiller says he has not committed major
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About 900 inmates are enrolled this semester in the vocational and academic programs, which include courses in journalism, psychology, psychotherapy, short story writing and cinema.
Career counseling, Alcoholics Anonymous and special education courses are also
available. Drug rehabilitation and group therapy programs among these are being dropped.
Inmates see politics as the main barrier to a better prison system.
"The politicians tell the voters what they want to hear," one inmate said.
Although prisoners lobby for reform, they say their opinions go unnoticed and their questions unanswered.

KILQUIST AND Spiller see custody as a short-term solution but say the concept behind incarceration has to change before the state and counties can alleviate the overcrowding and the conditions which it breeds.
"It doesn’t work now, it never has worked and it never will work," Spiller said. "But if they’re labeling our system as it is now, that’s what they need to try something different.
At the county level, jail can provide more rehabilitation, he said. The county now offers religious services, alcohol and drug counseling and courses for the General Equivalency Diploma.
"I’m not saying they can all be rehabilitated but there’s a lot wrong that could be turned around," he said. "They can build more prisons but five or ten
years down the road, they’ll have the same problems. We need to reduce the recidivism rate.

THE PURPOSE of the programs, he continued, is to get the prisoners interested and let them develop contacts with churches, for example, which can help them find jobs and get help when they are released.
Spiller said diversion from the state corrections system must happen at the county level since most of those prisoners haven’t committed major crimes yet.
"There are people with college degrees who can’t get jobs, yet we expect these 17- and 18-year-olds to go out there with no real skills, and find a job. They’re labeled and many times come from unstable families,
Kilquist stressed that effective alternatives to incarceration in the state prisons are possible.
"THERE ARE other alternatives, like community services, that are fine... penalty, restitution," he said. "We can punish and deter and give society a brother from this person in different ways.
That’s the key, now. Kilquist and Spiller must work as sheriffs all over the state are working for an effective solution to their problems.
The two counties had talked about a possible multi-county jail, although Kilquist said he was never asked his opinion about the idea.
Bond revoked for murder suspects

ROCKFORD (AP) — A Winnebago County judge has revoked $500,000 bonds for two of three Chicagoans charged with killing two men and dumping their bodies along Interstate 90.

Circuit Judge John W. Nielsen revoked the bonds of Constantine Mola, 13, and Steven T Crowley, 20.

In a written motion, Assistant State's Attorney Robert Gemignani argued Tuesday that bond should be revoked for Mola and Crowley because "statements from two of the defendants" showed even greater proof of their guilt.

The two — along with Crowley's 15-year-old brother, Sean — are charged with shooting and stabbing two other Chicago men in what authorities say was an apparent falling out among suspected thieves. Police said the 15-year-old also gave them a statement implicating himself and the other two.

The victims, Thomas A. Mitropoulos, 18, and Ronny Troche, 21, were found dumped in a ditch along the west side of I-90 just south of the Wisconsin state line.

Winnebago County judge has The two - along with $500,000 bonds for two Crowley's 15-year-old brother, "of three Chicagoans charged with killing two men and dumping their bodies along Interstate 90. Police said the 15-year-old also gave them a statement implicating himself and the other two."

In a written motion, Assistant State's Attorney Robert Gemignani argued Tuesday that bond should be revoked for Mola and Crowley because "statements from two of the defendants" showed even greater proof of their guilt.

The two — along with Crowley's 15-year-old brother, Sean — are charged with shooting and stabbing two other Chicago men in what authorities say was an apparent falling out among suspected thieves. Police said the 15-year-old also gave them a statement implicating himself and the other two.

The victims, Thomas A. Mitropoulos, 18, and Ronny Troche, 21, were found dumped in a ditch along the west side of I-90 just south of the Wisconsin state line.
By Joyce Vonderheide
Staff Writer

Ulysses S. Grant gave a press conference on Thursday.

No, a ghost of the former

President did not haunt the campus. Rather, Dan Haughey, theater graduate and student, assumed the role of the man he has been portraying for a year.

The press conference was to kick off the University Museum's exhibit, "U.S. Grant: Man of War, Man of Peace." Haughey will become Grant again on Sunday when he presents his original one-man show, "Mr. U.S. Grant: A Man and a Patriot," at 2:30 p.m. at the Museum Auditorium in Fayer Hall during the reception for the exhibit.

Haughey, dressed as Grant in military uniform and smoking a cigar, answered questions about Grant's life and career as general of the Union army during the Civil War and as 18th President of the United States.

Grant said he had "no ambition, of being President of the United States," but "heroes are made while they are living." His intention as President was to bring the country back together.

"I did my best to establish peace," Grant said. "History will always remember men like President Lincoln," he said. He described Lincoln as a considerate leader who governed with firmness and gentleness.

He and Lincoln "had a common desire for peace." When Lincoln was assassinated, Grant said he thought "we had gotten ourselves into another war" and that violence might rule the country.

"Believing in a cause and being willing to fight and die for that cause," were qualities which Grant said aided him in leading the North to victory.

Grant said he was known as a "slouchy soldier" during his years at West Point, while Robert E. Lee, who later commanded the Confederate soldiers, had a much better reputation.

The two had "mutual respect for each other" but were never really friends. "Lee was a fair and capable general," Grant said, "but the press treated Lee unfairly."

This will be Haughey's 25th performance as Grant, a role he has performed over the past year across Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, Ohio and Florida.

The exhibit features contrasting images of Grant through photographs, prints, paintings and cartoons. Grant is presented as a sensitive family man, as a bumbling president and as a hero by the different artists.

Funded partially through a grant from the Illinois Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities, the artwork was gathered from different historical societies and museums. Some of the work includes lithographs by Currier and Ives, personal and family artifacts and Civil War memorabilia. Also on display are critical cartoons by Puck artist Joseph Keppler.
USO refuses to back athletics fee increase

By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer

The Student Senate defeated a resolution supporting an $8 per semester increase in the student athletics fee Wednesday, and Bruce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs, said he will take the proposal to the Board of Trustees without student government endorsement.

After 35 minutes of heated debate, the senate voted 13-4 with three abstentions to defeat the resolution. An attempt to amend the resolution to support a $5 fee increase failed about four hours into the meeting because of lack of a quorum of senators.

USO President Bruce Joseph said, "We didn't get to vote on the amended resolution, but that doesn't mean that we don't have a stance." Swinburne said. He declined to speculate on the effect of lack of student support for the proposal when it reaches the Board of Trustees.

The Graduate and Professional Student Council adopted a resolution to not support an athletics fee increase of any amount.

Swinburne presented the $8 fee increase proposal to the senate Nov. 16, the same night a resolution supporting a $10 fee increase was defeated.

The $10 fee increase plan proposed free student admission to all Saluki athletic events. The $8 plan did not provide for free student admission.

The $8 plan calls for $2 to be used for the formation of a repair, replacement and modernization fund, with the remaining $6 would be used to offset projected budget deficits.

Wisconsin chief: weapons freeze requires action

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Gov. Anthony S. Earl says civil disobedience and mass demonstrations may well be required for the nuclear weapons freeze movement to succeed in influencing government policy.

Earl delivered a guest lecture Wednesday at the University of Wisconsin in a course called "Perspectives on Nuclear War," and one student asked him about an apparent failure of the democratic process to influence policy on arms reductions.

"It apparently is going to take something more than we have done in date," Earl replied, "and perhaps it's going to have to take on the dimensions of what did happen in civil rights in the 1960s, and what did happen in the Vietnam War. What's happened to date does not seem to have galvanized enough support from those we elect."
Academic units to have say in woods policy
By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer

The Campus Natural Areas Committee decided Thursday that academic units using Thompson Woods for teaching and research will be allowed to specify trees and other woody exotic plants not native to Southern Illinois forests that they wish to remove from the woods.

At its last meeting the committee established the policy for the future management of Thompson Woods, which will be to "return the area to a condition characteristic for a site of this type in Southern Illinois." This plan would call for the removal of all woody exotic plants, which includes species not native to the woods. Committee members determined that non-native trees used for research purposes should not be removed.

Most of the exotic plants were transplanted near the perimeter of Thompson Woods by Physical Plant crews, according to Diane Schrader, a representative of the campus services office.

The Forestry, Plant and Soil Science, Zoology and Botany departments will list species of exotic plants used in class work that they wish to keep in the woods. Robert Mohlenbrock, professor of botany and chairman of the natural history department, said the committee would consider each request "one by one if necessary."

The committee also considered methods of honeysuckle control in the woods. The committee determined that the best method for control was herbicide application. The type of herbicide to be used was not determined, but the committee discussed the possible use of Roundup, which is the herbicide used by the Illinois Department of Conservation.

Christmas Specials
No. 1 Oak Cabinet Quality $1.89 a board foot
Thermar Tankless Hot Water Heater $59.95
Large selection of weatherization materials for winter
Large selection of hand and power tools for Christmas
Very large selection of real wood paneling

Merry Christmas!

PYRAMID LUMBER INC.
1200 N. Marion
Carbondale
457-3194

ECHO
14" CHAIN SAW

Small Saw
Price with Big Saw Features

- Easy Start Electronic Ignition
- Patented Air Vibration System for added Comfort
- Padded Adjustable Choke for Trouble-Free Start/Channel Lubricator
- Durable Carburetor for Airflow Operation
- 14" Spoked Rear Wheel
- Guard F6: Bar Low Kick Chain, Chain Cover, Blade & Left Hand Guard, Throttle Control Lockout for Added Operator Protection
- 1 Year Limited Warranty

CS-290EYL $189.95 With Free Case

MARK WILLIAMS
SMALL ENGINES
Rt. 127 So. Murphysboro
Under the Tower
684-2328

GAMES
GOOD RESTOCK OF DUNGEONS & DRAGONS BOOKS, MODULES & FIGURE SETS.
ALSO IN STOCK TRAVELLER GAMES, ETC.

THE GOLD MINE
DEEP PAN PIZZA
529-4130

LUNCH SPECIAL
MON-FRI 11A-2P
SINGLE INGREDIENT SLICE
Only 99¢ + tax

12-2-12 PITCHERS
5pm-9pm
With Purchase of Med. or Large Pizza
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
for Christmas

611 S. Illinois
1 Block from Campus
Antitrust investigation of oil companies ends

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice Department announced Wednesday it has ended a federal investigation of international oil companies because there is no basis to pursue "possible antitrust action."

Assistant Attorney General William P. Baxter, head of the Justice Department's antitrust division, announced the decision to close the 6-year-old investigation without any prosecution.

Attorney General William French Smith and Deputy Attorney General Edward C. Schmults had removed themselves from the case to avoid any appearance of a conflict of interest because their former law firms had represented oil companies.

The investigation initially began in 1987 with requests for documents from seven U.S. oil companies and four foreign companies.

---

WOMEN'S STUDIES will hold its annual openhouse in honor of Christmas, Hanukkah and New Year on Friday at the Women's Studies House, 904 Plautinaqua Road.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES Action Movement will have an openhouse Christmas party from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday at the SCAM office in the basement of the Ikena post office.

Auditions for men and women dancers for the Southern Illinois Repertory Dance Theatre will be held at 10 a.m. Saturday in Farr Auditorium of Pauilman Hall. Those interested should arrive at 9 a.m. to complete applications and are requested to wear dance clothing.

A Rape Survivor's Support Group sponsored by Women's Services and the Rape Action Committee is being formed. The group will provide a supportive environment for people who have been victims of sexual assault. Those interested may call 457-5343 for an appointment to discuss participation in the group.

REGISTRATION will be held until Monday of Woody B.

---

North Star Creations

You're Direct Source for Jewelry

Ruby, Emerald Sapphire 14K Earrings $24
14 K Gold Lockets 50% off
Earrings $24

Christmas Special
Opal Snowflake Earrings 60% off
Quality handmade grandfather & mantel clocks

Across from Buyers # Next to University Cleaners

Nutrition Headquarters

The most complete stock of natural foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois.

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North Illinois and the railroad)
Hours: 9:00-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 12-5 Phone 549-1741

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
in a cup or cone
All the fun of ice cream-plus the good things of yogurt!
High in taste, low in fat. Natural fruit flavors.
Famous German quality.

19¢ Special
This coupon and 14¢ entitle bearer to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY YOGURT
(Coupon Expires 12/20/83)

---

THE 1984-1985 ACT/FAMILY FINANCIAL STATEMENT (ACT/FFS) FORMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE.

THE 1984-85 ACT/FFS WILL ALLOW YOU TO APPLY FOR:

-PELL GRANT
-ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION MONE-
TARY AWARD
-CAMPUS-BASED AID
-SUPPLEMENTAL GRANT
-NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN
-STUDENT TO STUDENT GRANT
-STUDENT WORK

PICK UP THE NEW ACT/FFS FORM AT THE OFFICE OF
STUDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. (Woody
Hall, B Wing, Third Floor) BEFORE YOU LEAVE FOR
CHRISTMAS BREAK.

DO NOT MAIL BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1984.

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.

---

Carbondale police are investigating a home invasion and armed robbery at Lewis Park Apartments at 5:42 p.m. Wednesday.

Police said three white males entered apartment 21-E, one armed with a handgun and one armed with a shotgun.

Roberto Venta, 22, Emanuel Carrod, 21, Leonardo Fuentes.

Trustees form academic policy committee

The Board of Trustees Thursday approved the formation of an Academic Matters Committee to deal with academic policies at both the Carbondale and Edwardsville SIU campuses.

The Academic Matters Committee becomes the third standing panel, joining the Finance Committee and the Architecture and Design Committee.

The new group will be responsible for reviewing and recommending to the full Board proposals for establishing, allocating and abolishing colleges, schools, divisions, departments and other operational units.

Other areas which will come under the auspices of the new committee include the Resource Allocation and Management Program, documents and responses to the Illinois Board of Higher Education's yearly report on program reviews.

Faculty Senate President Herbert Donow questioned the motivation behind the measure, adding that he felt the matter was being rushed through.

"I think it important that we all have time to reflect on the implications of this," Donow said.

Donow suggested that the faculties at both campuses be given added time before any approval be made.

Board members said, though, that a standing committee concerned with academics should have been established even sooner.

Committee appointments are to be made by the Board chairman at the annual election of officers.

The plan, which was approved by both SIU presidents, was developed through Chancellor Kenneth Shaw's office.

BLOOMINGTON (AP) - Yohiro Suzuki has a little trouble with English, but she's on her toes when it comes to dancing.

Miss Suzuki, a foreign student at Illinois State University, will be dancing the part of a snowflake in a local production of "The Nutcracker." And she's hoping her parents don't find out.

After 14 years of training, including a week-long stay at the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow, Suzuki's parents thought she should be spending more time on her studies. And, she says, her parents thought she'd have a better chance to find a husband at a university.
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The native of Nagoya, Japan, quit dancing four years ago and came to ISU this year through an exchange program with Nan Ke University in Nagoya where she saw the course listings, she recalls thinking. "Oh boy! They have ballet and they have dancing." She says it took some time to get back into shape because she had given up dancing for 14 years.

"The Nutcracker," a holiday standard in the United States, is performed in Japan. Suzuki says, but the Japanese enjoy another classic during the Christmas season.

"Our tradition is to hear a performance of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony," she said.
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Don't be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.

We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

"When students compare, We gain a customer."

710 S. ILLINOIS AVE

710 BOOKSTORE

Hours: M-Sat. 8:30-5:30
GPSC discusses activity fee

By John Stewart
Staff Writer

A quorum call ended the Graduate and Professional Student Council meeting Wednesday, as only 31 of 69 representatives were present. The GPSC constitution requires a majority of representatives to be present to conduct official business.

Before the call, GPSC unanimously passed a resolution advocating Theodore Waddell, SAF of the Undergraduate Student of the University charged separately, GPSC discusses activity fee at $8.55. With the Student Programming Council by funding presentations concerning the state. and that the 18 exotic trees made only removing unnecessary honeysuckle.

Later representatives heard presentations concerning the funding of the Student Programming Council by keeping the Student Activity Fee at $8.55. With the Students' Legal Assistance Fee being charged separately, keeping the SAF at $8.55 would net GPSC an additional $31,300 next year.

Bruce Zimmerman, director of the University Programming Office, Carol Moran, chairman of SPC, Bruce Joseph, president of the Undergraduate Student Organization, and Mike Greathouse, USO chief of staff spoke to GPSC to encourage keeping the fee and to begin funding SPC.

Subsequent discussion focused on the fact that the faculty, staff and the upland college community do not subsidize SPC, but enjoy the same privileges and, in some extent, less admission prices as undergraduates. Dave Rodgers, a graduate student in business administration urged a two tier charge, one for undergraduates and a higher price for graduates and others.

Chris Dennis, a graduate student in cinema and photography, argued and then moved for passage of a resolution urging GPSC maintain the current fee level and fund SPC. It was then that Kathryn Henningson, a graduate student in health education, called for a quorum call, which fell four votes short.

Greeley said that Henningson called the quorum only to see if actions taken would be legitimate.

"Representatives still wanted to discuss the issue and register a response," Greeley said. After the quorum call she adjourned the meeting, and then took an informal consensus vote to maintain the fee and fund SPC, which was nearly unanimous. Greeley said GPSC will consider the fee again formally, but she wanted a preliminary indication to relay to the administration.

---

Special Shipment For
GRAND OPENING
DECEMBER 10
FINE CLOTHING AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
ITALIAN AND FRENCH IMPORTS
100% NATURAL FIBERS
PAISIAN LEATHERS

Designer
Warehouse Inc.
Mon-Sat
10am-5pm
campus shopping center

USO BOOK CO-OP

The Undergraduate Student Organizations' Book Co-op is a beneficial program provided by your student government. This service enables students to turn in textbooks and set the price for the books that they desire. YES! NO more recouping 50% of what you paid for a textbook.

The Co-op process is easy to do, and takes only a few minutes. Books are collected in the Student Center and a simple contract including book information and set price, is signed between USO and the student.

Textbooks are then sold to students by the student government and received organization, and most books from the books are then distributed to students.

You too could benefit from the Undergraduate Student Organization Book Co-op Service.

December 12-16
9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Student Center South Solicitation Area

SAM * SIGMA KAPPA * AMA

---

Lynn Patton Eye Fashions
"A Touch Of Class"
Bring this ad & buy one pair of glasses receive the second frame free from existing stock (including designer frames).

---

TJ'S DISCOUNT LIQUORS

 Discounts 9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.

Inglewood Wines
1.5 Liter
$2.99
Old Style
6 pack cans
$2.48

Budweiser
10 Rebeke
$1.99

Jack Daniels
99

Big coupon. Big deal.

1. Fill in the block with any McDonald's menu item or entree

2. Remove this big coupon from this journal by any means necessary

3. Scroll over to McDonald's new campus. If it seems late in the day of Dec. 9, 1983 rush to McDonald's new campus on that you aren't left holding a big free coupon. Offer expires when Dec. 17, 1983 expires.

4. Present big coupon to big hearted McDonald's person and purchase one (1) item. Fill in the block. Big hearted McDonald's person will gladly give you ANOTHER additional (IDENTICAL) item absolutely FREE!!

5. Be sure to remind the offer is good from open until closing. The full breakfast menu is good from open until 10:30pm. Very good indeed.

6. Consider all options carefully. It is your decision.

Buy one of these, get another one free.
Big decision.

- Big Mac® sandwich • Quarter Pounder® sandwich

- Quarter Pounder® with cheese sandwich

- McChicken® sandwich • Chicken McNuggets

- Regular cheeseburger • French fries (letter size)

- Any soda including diet & any dessert

- Sausage & egg, sausage and hash browns • Sausage and eggs

- Cheese and eggs • Hash browns

- Donair or multi • Egg McMuffin® sandwich

- Sausage biscuit with egg • Sausage Biscuit

My Big Decision is
Last chance to make your big decision!
Cash redemption value, 1/200 of a cent.
Last one coupon per customer per day.

---
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Calibre Stage presentation is a delight

By Lisa Nichols
Staff Writer

The Department of Speech Communication's Calibre Stage is presenting theater lovers with the opportunity to see oral interpretations of two very different stories.

**A Review**

"William & Mary" and "Bridgeport Bus" opened Thursday night and will close after Friday evening's performances. Before dress rehearsal Wednesday night, "Bridgeport Bus" director Keith Hoerner explained how an oral interpretation differs from a play.

Whereas a play is based on dramatic literature for the stage, Hoerner said, oral interpretations are based on dramatic or literary stories. Zambrano said that the exchange student from Venezuela, He teaches speech at Calibre and is an exchange student from Venezuela. He said that "Dance Espresso," is a final exam of sorts. Zambrano said that the concert offers an opportunity to present a wide range of expressive movements from a variety of dance classes.

**Dance students will give concert as a 'final exam'**

An dance concert, "Dance Expresso," will be presented at 8 p.m. Sunday in Pulliam Hall by SIU-C dance students.

Students selected from all the dance classes offered on campus, will present the concert, some of them will be performing in public for the first time.

The coordinator of the event is David Zambrano, a junior in dance who teaches communication on campus and is an exchange student from Venezuela. He said that "Dance Espresso," is a final exam of sorts. Zambrano said that the concert offers an opportunity to present a wide range of expressive movements from a variety of dance classes.

Admission is 50 cents.

**Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.**

The thunderous roar of jet engines rolls across the carrier's flight deck.

Throttles are at full power, and you're waiting for the signal to launch.

Now, the catapult fires. G forces press you back into your seat. Suddenly, you're flying low and fast over the open sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.

Nothing else feels like Navy flying. Nothing. And when you become a pilot or flight officer you're at the very heart of it.

Once you've earned your wings, the Navy puts you in full control of a multimillion-dollar supersophisticated combination of jet aircraft and electronic wizardry.

And Navy training makes sure you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight training gives you the navigation, aerodynamics and other technical knowledge you need.

Leadership and professional schooling prepare you for the immediate decision-making authority and management responsibility you have as an officer in the Navy.

On the ground, as a Navy officer, you work with and supervise today's most highly skilled aviation professionals. In the air, as part of the naval aviation team, you have about the most exciting job anyone can have.

It's a uniquely rewarding job with pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year more than the average corporation pays you just out of college. After four years, with regular Navy promotions and pay increases, your annual salary climbs to $31,100. That's over and above a full package of benefits and privileges.

Find out how much more a job in naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the coupon. No other job gives you the kind of leadership experience or fast responsibility you get as part of the naval aviation team. And nothing else feels like Navy flying.

**Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.**

**IF THIS IS YOUR IDEA OF SECURITY—YOU'RE WRONG.**

Even the most secure door won't keep a thief away from your valuable possessions. Keep them safe at STOR-N-LOK Mini Warehouses. Located 1000 feet from the City Hall complex.

STOR-N-LOK Mini Warehouses
70 East College
Carbondale, IL
529-1133

**Pan American**

The Magic of Mexico.
Observer died a slow death

By John Israel
Student Writer

It began in February 1981 with an ad in the Daily Egyptian seeking people "enough to want to start another paper" in Carbondale.

For two years after that, the Southern Observer offered an alternative to the student who wanted to read something a little different.

And different the Observer was, publishing fiction, poetry, cartoons and think pieces, in addition to some very hard-hitting coverage of local issues, especially the Convention Center.

Dave Attmore, who was the only editor or publisher the paper had during its two years, said the Observer was started to provide an outlet for local writers who would ordinarily be minor. "We weren't a rock and a hard place," said Attmore, a former graduate student in English.

"Going weekly inevitably weakened our ability to publish the kind of articles that we could when we had an entire month to research, write and edit," he said. "But we couldn't afford to keep up the monthly schedule. We were losing too much money."

So, in the spirit of all businesses whose backs are against the wall, Attmore followed the dictum, "when in doubt, expand."

In fact, not only did the 35-year-old former English teacher begin to publish the Observer weekly, he also started a paper in Murphysboro to increase his advertising base.

The plan might have worked, too, if another newspaper publisher hadn't had the same idea. As it was, though, the Murphysboro Times lasted for only three issues before merging with the Southern Observer.

"I knew Murphysboro couldn't support the Observer for a city the size of Washington, D.C.," Attmore remembers now. "But we had come too far to turn back. I figured that it would be a brief skirmish, and it was."

"When the Southern Illinoisan started a weekly Murphysboro paper, too, and our main financial backer withdrew, that didn't help either," Attmore said.

"We never really recovered after that," Attmore said. "We hung on, unless you are with the University or own real estate."

Last September, he launched a short-lived entertainment guide, Free Time, but found that it faced most of the same problems as the Observer.

"Too much work, for too little money."

And after seven issues he threw in the towel.

About his publishing experience in Carbondale, Attmore said, "Southern Illinois is a good place to live and raise a family. But it is hard to make a living in, unless you are with the University or own real estate."
University employees will be working a 35-hour work week beginning this summer under a plan approved by the Board of Trustees Thursday.

The shortened hours will become effective July 1, 1984 and will apply to civil service range employees and some administrative-professional staff members. Some office hours are expected to be determined on a case-by-case basis by Chancellors Kenneth Shaw.

In adopting the plan the board noted that most State-paid employees and all State universities except the University of Illinois already work the shorter week.

Civil service employees have sought the shortened week for the past several years. Increased costs and scheduling problems have been cited as reasons for not adopting the plan.

The issue has come up for board consideration several times since it was first proposed in November 1981.

In other action Thursday the board approved expenditures totaling $117,000 for street and parking lot repair projects.

The work, which includes repairing and resurfacing of parking lots and campus drives, will be financed from traffic and parking revenues through the Parking Facilities Account.

No state-appropriated funds will be used for the work.

Subject to approval by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the work is scheduled to begin early next summer, according to Allen Haake, chief architect.

The board approved the expenditure of $84,900 for the resurfacing of parts of Douglas Drive, Lincoln Drive, University Avenue between Mill Street and Grand Avenue, Pulliam Drive and Elizabeth Street south of Mill Street.

The four parking lots to be resurfaced at a cost of $187,000 are Lots 100 and 104 at North Washington Square, lot 62 on Logan Drive near the University Park dormitories and lot 41 at University Press.

According to Clarence Dougherty, the work will be performed by Physical Plant Engineering services.
Private phone lines for dorms may be included with updating

By John Stewart
Staff Writer

Dormitory residents may have their own telephone lines by the 1987-88 academic year if Rinella's plan for setting up a mainframe computer terminal for each dorm room is given the green light.

"We have to look toward the future," said Sam Rinella, director of University Housing, who is preparing recommendations for the administration on upgrading residence hall phone services.

Rinella said the biggest change he expects to propose will be that every dorm room have its own phone line. Currently, four residents are on each line and phones are busy much of the time, especially at night.

Individual phone lines would allow students to use their own terminals to hook up with the University's mainframe computer. Rinella said the capability to accommodate computers will be important in the future, he said.

Rinella will give proposals for new phone service to the administration by March 31, he said. His report will consider what type of service is necessary and the effects of federal deregulation on dorm phone service.

Rinella said he was still only in the "talking stages" of getting his proposals together, and plans to discuss them further with the University Housing Living Center before any decisions are made. Once proposals are approved by the administration, the University would open up competitive bidding to phone companies.

Rinella said he hopes many phone companies submit bids, as competition "in how you get a good deal." There are still many logistical considerations to be worked out before Rinella's plan could be implemented. The telephone lines now in the dorms are those of General Telephone. If GTT didn't win the contract the lines would have to be removed.

In addition, the University's mainframe computer phone-in lines are already crowded, according to David Young, the resident assistant at Delta Chi fraternity. Delta Chi bought a switcher to the computer, which would send data, which would go through a mainframe computer terminal in the computer center. "The number of dial-up lines would have to be increased if any dorm residents started using the computer as much as we do," he said.

"There are many advantages to having your own terminal instead of using the terminals at Fanner," Young said. He can work on weekends or whenever he has a short period of free time, without the time expense of going to Fanner Hall. There are a few drawbacks, such as full screen editing cannot be done from home terminals with the University's current set-up, he said. Also, students using terminals still have to go to Fanner Hall to pick up their computer printouts.

Charlie Campbell, associate director of computing services, said there are currently 28 dial-up lines. He said that if more students start using terminals from their dorm rooms, then arrangements would have to be made. He said he didn't favor increasing the number of dial-up lines, as those have to be handled by the University operators.

"A better solution might be to set up lines which only carry data, which would go through a switcher to the computer," Campbell said. A switcher was installed at the computer center by the telephone service a few years ago, and computing affairs was able to reduce the number of dial-up lines from 100 to 20, he said.
Tree growers wait for years to make profit

By the Associated Press

Armed with hatchets and saws, wearing boots and parkas to protect them from the snow and cold, customers are flocking to Christmas tree farms in Illinois to select and cut the family tree.

"We sold a few trees before Thanksgiving," said Bob Grady of Trivoli. "But, I'm looking for this weekend to be the biggest.

Grady, who has 50 acres of Christmas trees in Peoria County, is one of 300 to 400 growers scattered around the state. They are trying unsuccessfully to meet the public demand.

"Illinois is basically an importer of Christmas trees," said Ted Curtin, a University of Illinois forestry specialist. "Most of those choose-and-cut farms could sell three or four times as many trees as they have."

While Christmas trees and the profit potential in raising them, Curtin said there were drawbacks to the business.

"There is a long interval between the time you plant a tree and you sell it," said Curtin. "That's a long dry spell before you see a penny."

The business also requires a lot of hand labor.

"We do that so the customer will end up with an artist's conception of a Christmas tree," said Grady. Otherwise, trees could be crooked and their branches could be far apart.

There are potential problems, too. Grady said tiny mice and huge deer may chew on trees and kill them; insects and diseases may damage or destroy trees; severe weather can take a heavy toll; forest fires can put a grower out of business.

"I've heard people say they'll get into the Christmas tree business when they retire," said Grady, secretary of the Illinois Christmas Tree Growers Association. "There are a lot of risks and it's hard work. I tell them they better retire young."

2-DAY PARKA SALE

Saturday, Dec. 10 & Sunday, Dec. 11 Only
9:30-6:00PM 1:00-5:00PM

Was Now
N.F. Sierra Parka $135.00 $105.00
N.F. Larkspur Ski $160.00 $99.95
N.R. Serrows $165.00 $129.95
N.F. Bison $122.50 $99.95

The Battery Supply

Call 687-3344

SHAWNEE TRAILS
Next to Quatros
USO majority votes to approve increased Health Service fee

By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer

The Student Senate approved a resolution calling for a raise of $10.00 per semester in the Student Medical Benefit fee Wednesday at its last meeting of the semester.

The USO resolution recommends that the SMBS fee be raised from $60 per semester to $70.30. The resolution recommends that medical benefits be increased to include full coverage for off-campus medical care. The benefits now require students to pay 10 percent of incurred off-campus medical care, with a $2,000 limit on coverage.

The resolution calls on the Health Service program to initiate a $40,000 non-program budget cut. Sam McVay, director of Student Health Programs, told the senate that each $1 raise in the student fee results in a $40,000 increase in the Student Health Fund, which is allocated to supporting the current level of the General Education Curriculum.

The resolution was amended during the meeting by senators from its original form, which called for a $5 per semester fee increase and a 10 percent reduction in off-campus medical benefits.

McVay, who was scheduled to meet with USO staff and Professional Student Council representatives to negotiate an equitable agreement, debated the wording and content of the resolution for more than an hour before approving the amended version by a vote of 16 to 1. Joel Nikolaitis, senator from the West Side, cast the lone "no" vote.

The GSPC approved a resolution Nov. 30 calling for an increase in the SMBS fee of $15 in fall and spring semesters, and a $15 reduction in the summer semester.

McVay told the senate that the fee increase is necessary to offset a projected $252 deficit in the Student Health Program fiscal year 1985 budget.

The senate approved a resolution prohibiting any changes in the SPC funds before the active fee is divided between the USO and the GSPC.

In effect, the plan would result in a 7.5% increase in the activity fee because that amount is presently removed from the fee for the Student Legal Assistance program.

The Senate approved a resolution calling for the formation of a separate fee for the SLA program, while maintaining the current level of the activity fee.

Richard Mathes, USO chief of staff, said the additional revenue would be placed in the Student Organization Activity Fund, which is allocated to student organizations.

A resolution was passed supporting the General Education Curriculum Committee's proposal to consolidate and reduce the general studies program, contingent upon the fact that the GECC maintain the current pass-fail option. John Guyon, vice president for library affairs, spoke to the senate regarding the history of the effort to "sharpen the focus of the general education program."

Guyon reported that the GECC is in the process of consulting academic units on their reaction to the GECC report, which recommends elimination of 66 of the 120 courses in the program. The senate also unanimously approved a resolution opposing further cutbacks in library services. The resolution states that "library affairs has reached a stage where additional changes cannot be made without irreversible damage to collections, academic programs and research activities."

In other business, the senate unanimously approved a bill to recognize the Iranian Students' Union of SIU as a Registered Student Organization.
Salukis 12 of 23
completed 12 of 23 passes for 297 yards, with one interception.

"I think it would be a shame if we..." Dempsey said. "I just hope it's not one of those games where 10 years down the road, 80,000 people are paying..."

Andersen said he will handle the announcing of Saturday's game. Bibbens has garnered...
**FOR RENT**

**Apartments**

DUNN APARTMENTS now leasing furnished one bedroom apartments for spring and summer. Utilities included. Two double rooms, and friendly service are available. For more information call: 549-2971; 529 am-8pm, Mon-Thurs, Friday.

CARBONDALE DISCOUNT HOUSING offers new one bedroom furnished, air conditioned at $50 per month. For reservations call 529-5001 or 615-2193.

ENERGY EFFICIENT APARTMENTS. Newer one bedroom, one bath, upper level apartment, air conditioned, heat and utilities included. Close to campus. Available Jan 1st. $500 per month. Call 529-5001.

FOR RENT: LARGE TWO BEDROOMS, LARGE CLOSETS, MAIN FLOOR, LARGE SCREENED PORCH. CALL 529-6913.

NOW TAKING SPRING contracts 1 bedroom furnished apt. 2 bedrooms furnished apt. Available in March. 529-2400.

BEAUTIFUL, QUIET ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 2 1/2 miles south of campus. Utilities included. Call 529-6874.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Great location. 1 bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Two bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Three bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Four bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Five bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

CUMBERLAND-FOY apartments. See us for all your needs. Six bedroom. Utilities included. 529-3472.

**Houses**

SIX BEDROOM FURNISHED HOUSE near campus. Will rent by group or single, 5 people. Includes bedroom and living room. Absolutely no pets or waterbeds. Call 529-6874.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

MURPHYSBORO, SPACES, 2 bedrooms apt. furnished or unfinished. 529-4679.

**Mobile Homes**

TWO BEDROOM RENTED. call for details. 529-6874.

ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS. clean, furnished, nice location, available now. 529-6874.

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS ON ALL MOBILE HOMES. call for details. 529-6874.

ONE OR TWO BEDROOMS. all mobile homes. furnished or unfurnished 529-6874.

For more information call Mobile Home Office 529-6874.

**For Sale or Rent**

WASHER, DRYER, NATURAL GAS. 529-6874.

ONE OR TWO BEDROOM, unfurnished, new roof, new paint, new kitchen. 529-6874.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.

TIGHTCUT, 112 N. WEBBER. 549-6944.
FREE BUS TO SIU
Laundromat CABLEVISION

ROYAL RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW

SALUKI HALL HAS ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR THE SPRING AT $153 A MONTH. All utilities included; kitchen privileges. For more information, call 457-4242.

FREE BREAK 600 FREEMAN DORS

SOUTH WEST PARK PLEASANT HILL ROAD.
1-bedroom $100
2-bedroom $120
2-bedroom house $200
carpet, quiet, private parking.
Open to all. No pets allowed. No utilities.

NEED A ROOMMATE?
SAVE TIME SAVES MONEY
LET US HELP YOU FIND A ROOMMATE. WE CAN MATCH YOU WITH THE TYPE OF ROOMMATE YOU LIKE. WE CHECK THE REFERENCES — YOU MAKE THE FINAL CHOICE. FOR HELP OVER BREAK SEND FOR APPLICATION.

NAME Home Address City/State/Zip
Home Telephone

TWO'S COMPANY ROOMMATE-FINDING SERVICE
OPENING SOON
618-529-2241
CARBONDALE, ILL. 62901
AFTER 1-3-84

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 1-TO-2-AD

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Live-in graduate student or employed. Spring semester only. Call 549-3792.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Spring semester sublet, room and bath. Call 549-5178.

ROOMMATES NEEDED. Easy-going, non-smoking, clean, neat. Send照片 to Tim at 549-2644.

ROOM FOR SUBLEASE. For a 2-bedroom house close to campus. Spring semester only. No pets. 540-6987.

ONE ROOM NEEDED. Completely furnished. Roxanne Mobile Home Available. Can be furnished, spring semester only. Call 549-3164.

ONE ROOM NEEDED. SJ ALLYN, Male subleaser for spring, first and last month rent free. Three bedroom house, low rent, all utilities. Call 549-1626.

ROOMATES NEEDED. Nice trailer, $120 month plus utilities. (No pets please) Call 549-5373.

ROOMMATES WANTED. Lewis Park Apartment No 4B, $200 a month, unfurnished, completely furnished. $225 month. Close to campus. Call 549-5785.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE to sublet with room mate close to campus. Close to University. $350 month plus utilities. Call 549-4923.

NEED ROOMMATE FOR 2-bedroom, unfurnished, close to University. $360 month and utilities. Call 549-5684.

ARE YOU 1/2 FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bedroom. 1/2 male. For 549-6584. April to June, $240 month plus utilities. No pets.

ONE FEMALE TO SHARE house 1/4 mile from campus. Privat, pets O.K. Call 549-2084.

NEED ONE ROOMER FOR 5-bedroom house. Own room, all utilities. Call 549-7800.

MATURE AMERICAN FEMALE looking for roomate in beautiful 2 bedroom 2 bath. All utilities included, plus utilities. Call 457-2355.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE. 1/2 nice house. Own room, all utilities, plus utilities. Call 549-6841.

RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE. Clean, quiet, no pet. Current resident preferred. Share nice house, own room, all utilities. Call 549-6841 after 8pm.

HOME RENTED. Furnished or unfurnished, three bedroom apartment. Rent negotiable. For details call 549-3486.

NEED A ROOMMATE?
SAVE TIME SAVES MONEY
LET US HELP YOU FIND A ROOMMATE. WE CAN MATCH YOU WITH THE TYPE OF ROOMMATE YOU LIKE. WE CHECK THE REFERENCES — YOU MAKE THE FINAL CHOICE. FOR HELP OVER BREAK SEND FOR APPLICATION.

NAME Home Address City/State/Zip
Home Telephone

TWO'S COMPANY ROOMMATE-FINDING SERVICE
OPENING SOON
618-529-2241
CARBONDALE, ILL. 62901
AFTER 1-3-84

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 1-TO-2-AD
### Congratulations from the City National Bank of Murphysboro

**Best Nevada-Reno**
- Banning Real Estate Insurance & Property Management
- The Bannings

**Go get 'em.**
- Maroon & White
- Carbondale Chiropractic Clinic
  - 102 S. Washington
  - Dr. Roy S. White
  - 457-8137

### Congratulations Salukis!!

**Get 'em Salukis!**
- Good Luck in the semi-finals!
- From everybody at Caru's
  - 606 S. Illinois
  - Carbondale

**Go, Salukis, Go**
- Paul’s Westtown Shell
  - 1050 W. Main

### Semi-final: SIU vs. Nevada-Reno

**Sat., Dec. 10**
- Kickoff 11:00am
- McAndrew Stadium

**Go, Salukis, Go!**
- Paul’s Westtown Shell
  - 1050 W. Main

**Best Wishes in the semi-finals!**
- from Camelot Estates
- Urma Janello

**Go for it, Salukis**
- Eileen & Stan Hoye
  - Holiday Inn
  - East Main Carbondale 457-2131

**Good Luck in the Playoffs!**
- from Boren’s
  - 315 W. Willow

**Congratulations to Coach Dempsey & the SIU Salukis**
- from Cason's Landmark Bookstore
  - Murphysboro Shopping Center, C'dale

**Good Luck to the Salukis!**
- from Ruthie’s
  - 702 S. Illinois
  - Carbondale

**Go for it!**
- Stotlar Lumber Co.
  - Hwy 51 North
  - Carbondale 457-2186

**Go Salukis!**
- Carbondale Clinic
  - 2601 W. Main

**Good Salukis!**
- Apartment Management
  - Mary Alice Hamilton
  - 687-1938
  - Murphysboro

**On to South Carolina!**
- B & K Furnitare
  - 1106 Walnut
  - Murphysboro 468-4453

**IT'S BEEN A GOOD SEASON SALUKIS**
- Home Rentals

**Congratulations...**
- from the fellows at Huff's Radiator Shop
  - 315 W. Willow
  - Carbondale

**Go Get Em, Dogs!**
- from the People at the Ford Store
## Dempsey’s Dogs... Go Salukis

**Democrats in Carbondale**

**Salute Salukis**, **Dempsey’s Dogs**

When you’re hot, you’re hot!

- Charlene Mobile Home Rentals 657-8352
- Epps Datsun

**Best of Luck**

Best wishes in the semi-finals

- Brown & Colombo

**Best of Luck**

Your financial services firm 457-6221

- Steak & Stove Steakhouse

**Saluki Pride**

Coming On Strong

- SIU EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

**Best of Luck**

To Rey. the staff. and all the players

- Residents & Management

- Stevenson Arms

**You’ve got ‘em beat!**

Reno’s News Agency

**You’re No 1 With Us**

Prairie Farms Dairy

**Go Get ‘Em Dogs!**

400 S. Ill 457-6221

**Great Season Salukis**

- Ike

**Best Wishes & Good Luck**

- Carbondale Trophy Co.

**Congratulations Coach Dempsey & Salukis**

- Carbondale Auto Supply

---
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Coach brought winning to Reno

By Jim Lexx
Staff Writer

In post-season action for the fifth time in its history, Nevada-Reno has finally tasted success in the I-AA playoffs, the third time that the Wolf Pack has made the I-AA playoffs, with all of its ventures coming with Coach Chris Ault at the helm.

This year in the playoffs the Wolf Pack beat Idaho State, 27-20, in the first round of I-AA action. In the quarterfinals last week, Nevada-Reno knocked off North Texas, 20-17.

The two previous playoff trips resulted in defeats for the Wolf Pack, with the first coming in 1979 behind an 11-6 record. After an 8-2 regular-season mark in 1979, Nevada-Reno lost in the first round to eventual champion Eastern Kentucky, 33-30, in overtime.

Ault has compiled a 63-28-1 record while in his eighth year with the Wolf Pack. Before Ault arrived on the Nevada-Reno campus, the Wolf Pack had more than six wins in a season only once since 1948. Ault’s Wolf Pack has won at least seven games six times.

Ault has never had a losing season during his 10-year head coaching career, which includes four years of high school action.

After inheriting a team that went 5-4 the year before he took the Wolf Pack job, Ault’s squads reeled off marks of 8-3, 8-3, 11-1 with its only loss coming in the I-AA playoffs and 8-4.

While almost all of SIU-C Coach Rey Dempsey’s Salukis hail from the Midwest, Ault’s players come mainly from the West coast. Nearly 60 Wolf Pack players are from California, while almost 20 players come from Nevada.

The Wolf Pack squad is expected to arrive at the Williamson County Airport in Marion about 12:30 p.m. Friday. Ault will run his squad through a workout at McAndrew Stadium at 3 p.m.

Nevada-Reno was founded in 1874 as the University of Nevada. It was originally located at Elko, Nev.

---

How ‘bout them dogs!

Go Salukis!

Go #1 Salukis
Beat Nevada-Reno
Bill, LeeAnne, Kathy & Mike Vicars
Carbondale Manor
500 S. Lewis Lane
Carbondale

Get 'Em Salukis!
Garden Park
Acres Apartments
549-2835

CONGRATULATIONS SIU SALUKIS GOOD LUCK TOMORROW!
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
1705 E. 11th Ave.
399-4020

Alpha Phi Omega supports the
Championship Bound Salukis

Congratulations, Salukis Service to the handicapped & the community through work including:
Microfilming
Custodial Service
Subcontract Work
Jackson Community Workshop-657-7278

Go For It, Salukis
Good Luck from Doug & Mark at
Nidaros Hotel
715 S. University
549-7278

SALUKIS-
Send the Pack Back
onward to South Carolina

---

It’s time to kick off the Saluki Playoff game!

Welcome to Miller time.

Go, Dogs, Go!

LÖWENBRÄU Miller Lite
Your campus Miller Rep, Mark Johnson will help supply you with all your party needs. Call him to find out what products, services & equipment can make your event a successful one.

549-7461

---

SIU vs. Nevada-Reno
Saturday, December 10
11:00am Kickoff
McAndrew Stadium

Win or Lose
You’re No. 1 with us
Carbondale Manor
500 S. Lewis Lane
Carbondale

Congratulations Salukis. Good Luck in the Playoffs!
Smith Dodge
Paul A. Phil Smith, Familiy & Staff

The Thrill Of Victory!
JERRY'S FLOWER SHOP
Campus Shopping Ctr. 549-2256

"Congratulations Salukis" Good Luck in the Semi-Finals
Jim Pearl, Inc.
1015 E. Walnut
457-3391
Swimmers play host to tough Auburn team

By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer

The men's swimming team, following an impressive victory at the 5-5 meet last weekend, faces another tough challenge Saturday as they play host to Auburn, currently last year's ninth-ranked team. The Salukis will be trying to average last year's 60-44 loss to the Tigers.

The diving competition begins at 11:15 Saturday and the swimming events start at 2 p.m.

Saluki Coach Bob Steele has several squad members who have an advantage because they are fresh off a very competitive meet last weekend. He holds a lot of respect for Auburn.

"They've got some outstanding kids," Steele said. "Ordinarily, if we were to just swim them in a dual meet, I'd say they'd be the team to beat. But we just shaved. so that should be an equalizer.

Steele predicts that the meet will be full of close races, something he said spectators will enjoy. The Salukis' 400 free medley time of 3:24 in last week's 5-5 meet is only two seconds faster than the time Auburn has recorded in that event this season. The Salukis also hold a four or five second advantage over the Tigers in the 400 free relay.

STEELE SAID that Auburn should be well-rested for the meet after their seven-week tapering training. "The big advantage they have," Steele said, "is that they've been training real hard, then took a week off for their final exams.

"We trained hard early this week. We're trying to get people in the training mood after resting for 10 days. The only problem is that we've got some people with colds and the flu. We won't worry about that, though.

Last week's effort against quality teams like South Carolina, Florida State and Nebraska could propel the Salukis into more impressive showings according to Steele.

"We've got some guys really swimming well. If we can get this weekend's performance should be a springboard for some more good performances," Steele said. "We've got some guys really swimming well. If we can get this weekend's performance should be a springboard for some more good performances."

Auburn Coach John Asmuth has led his squad to five-straight wins, a record this season with victories over Maryland, Georgia and Florida State. He said that swimming against SIU-C will be a real test for his Tigers.

"BASICALLY, ALL three teams that we've faced had good individuals, but not team depth," Asmuth said. "At Southern Illinois, it will be the first time we'll be challenged by a good team. It's hard to tell how well we'll do this weekend. We haven't had a very consistent week of training." The Tigers have a number of good athletes, according to Asmuth. Of the nine meet who went to the NCAA meet last year, seven are returning.

Auburn is led by Andy Bauer, Richie Hughley, Per Johansson, John Black, Chris Rowe and diver Skipper Wood. Bauer was fourth and sixth in the 100 and 200 breaststroke at last year's NCAA. Hughley was fifth in the 200 back this season as a member of the U.S. Pan American Team. Johansson was fourth in the 100 free at the NCAA and has been the European champion in that event for the last two years. Black was seventh in the 50 free at the NCAA's and Row was 12th in the 200 individual medley. Wood was the Southeastern Conference Diver of the Year last season.

In addition to those, Asmuth said that the Tigers have added two or three freshmen who might contribute. "Don't let us get caught by surprise, we haven't trained that yet," Asmuth said. "It's too early to tell. The jury is still out on them." Asmuth, who is in his second season as head coach after an assistant for six years, said that his team's weakness, but that it should still be competitive this season.

"They're weak in depth," he said, "especially in the butterfly strokes. The strength of the team is that we have at least one potential national scorer in every event. Because of that, we're a very good dual meet team. Our relays are very strong too.

SIU-C diving Coach Dennis Golden expects the diving competition to be "very interesting." "It's too close to call at this point," Golden said, "but we have a lot of confidence because we went through the meet with hardly any mistakes.

Last season, Auburn divers won both the one and three-meter event, Golden said that being at home could reverse that.

May We Suggest a Pair of Sheepskin Slippers....

We also have a great selection of homemade moccasins, belts and shoes.

Happy Holidays From the Coblber

The Barefoot Cobbler

201 W. Walnut

HRS. Mon-Sat. 9am-7pm

West Roads

"Westroads, more than just another liquor mart!" Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529-1221

Open till Midnight Friday, Saturday

Sale Good Dec. 9-11

ST PAULI GIRL Lowenbrau BECK'S

Light or Dark 6pk 12oz. NR

$3"

$2"

$3"

Canadian Club

750 ml

Captain Morgan

750 ml

Inglidenook Navelles

$6"

$4"

1.3 L

Holland House Gomat Mix Free with any 1.75 L Gin or Vodka.

Go Dogs!!

No Name Cafe

"Charleston's Party Place"

First No Name Cafe Run To Be Held Dec. 17, 1983
After The NCAA 1983 Division IAA Football Championship

A Casually, Elegant Night Club

4 Vendue Range

Charleston, South Carolina

- Daily Egyptian, December 3, 1983, Page 21
Cagers to face North and South in weekend tourney at Arena

By Daryl Van Schoewen
Staff Writer

This weekend's Bunch Saluki Shootout brings a piece of the Deep South, the Big Apple and the Midwest together in one place at the Arena.

The Ivy League member Columbia, from New York City, Alcorn State of Lorman, Miss., and Macon, Georgia's Mercer University will compete for the title of SIU-C's first men's college basketball invitational.

The Salukis, Columbia and Alcorn will open the tournament Friday at 7 p.m. Alcorn State and Mercer will play at 9 p.m.

The winners of Friday's contests meet Saturday at 10 a.m. for the championship.

"Both of their linebackers take good drops," Dempsey said. "They follow the read of the quarterback real well."

"When I play against the play-action pass, they've just got to keep the quarterback real well," Dempsey added.

"We need to be better at reading the game," McConnell said. "We've had a lot of success in the past against teams that have done a lot of play-action passes."

"They've got to be more aggressive from the start and keep the quarterback from finishing plays," McConnell said.

"The defense must keep putting pressure on the quarterback," McConnell said. "If we can do that, we'll have a chance to win."

"They're a very physical team," McConnell said. "They have a lot of speed and are very disciplined."

"They're a very tough team," McConnell said. "They have a lot of experience and are very well-coached."

"They've got a lot of experience and are very well-coached."

"They're a very physical team," McConnell said. "They have a lot of speed and are very disciplined."

"The defense must keep putting pressure on the quarterback," McConnell said. "If we can do that, we'll have a chance to win."

"They've got to be more aggressive from the start and keep the quarterback from finishing plays," McConnell said.

"We need to be better at reading the game," McConnell said. "We've had a lot of success in the past against teams that have done a lot of play-action passes."

"They've got to be more aggressive from the start and keep the quarterback from finishing plays," McConnell said.

"We need to be better at reading the game," McConnell said. "We've had a lot of success in the past against teams that have done a lot of play-action passes."

"They've got to be more aggressive from the start and keep the quarterback from finishing plays," McConnell said.